
Kingdom: A Review

1/8 -- A Misunderstood Kingdom
Just like Jesus’ own disciples, we 
sometimes misunderstand what kind of 
kingdom Jesus came to bring.  We limit the 
kingdom to an institutional church or an 
otherworldly Heaven or even to “our best 
life now.”

1/15 -- A Kingdom Coming or Going to 
the Kingdom?
We have often talked about the kingdom as a 
place we escape to in the future when this 
evil world is destroyed.  However, more 
often than not the Bible describes God’s 
restored kingdom as something that comes 
here to this purified world. 

1/29 -- An Already but Not Yet Kingdom
Jesus and his followers talked about the Kingdom as 
something that was already here but not yet here 
completely.  Like pregnancy or courtship, the kingdom-
coming is a process.  



2/5 -- The Kingdom Is . . .
What exactly is the Kingdom?  The Bible describes it in many, many ways.  Any 
simplistic description is surely incomplete.  It is best to think of the Kingdom as a 
whole way of life that exists alongside any other culture in which we live.  

2/12 -- An In-Breaking Kingdom
God jealously wants His Kingdom back and 
He’ll do war with forces of evil to accomplish 
that.  Anywhere we find a way of life marked 
by such non-Kingdom traits as chaos, hatred 
and ignorance we can expect Kingdom to 
break back in with order, love, knowledge, and 
so much more.

2/19 -- An Holistic Problem
A more robust view of Kingdom calls for a fuller 
understanding of sin.  Sin has affected every 
corner of this world and every fiber of our being.  
As we saw in the story of Adam and Eve, sin is as 
much a physical, social and psychological problem 
as it is a spiritual one.



2/26 -- An Holistic Solution
The holistic problem of sin calls for a holistic 
salvation.  At the outset of his ministry, Jesus 
announced that he was here to redeem all 
aspects of this life -- spiritual, social, physical, and 
psychological.  We do well to follow his example.  
 

3/4 -- The Firstfruits of the Kingdom
How does the Kingdom come? The power of 
the Kingdom is always the Holy Spirit.  
Whether in our world or in us directly, 
whenever we find the Spirit we will see the 
Kingdom advancing.  As God pours out His 
Spirit, sin is pushed out and life overflows.  

3/11 -- Our Kingdom Mission
God rarely chooses to work solely by Himself.  
He has called us to partner with Him in His great 
mission of restoring this world to its intended 
state.  Our most important tasks in life are those 
that help God bring His Kingdom into our lives, 
relationships, communities, and world.  


